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ABSTRACT 
The existence of a context-sensitive grammar, G~, which acts as a "generator" of 
all context-sensitive languages i established. Specifically, G~ has the property that for 
each context-sensitive language, L, there exists a regular set, RL, and an e-limited 
gsm, gL, such that L = gz(L(G,,) ~ .RL). It follows that the family of context-sensitive 
languages i a principal AFL. An analogous result is proved for deterministic context- 
sensitive languages. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, it is shown that there exists a context-sensitive (CS) grammar, G~,, 
which acts as a "generator" of CS languages. G,, is defined by its associated linear- 
bounded automaton, Mu, and acts as a generator in the following sense. The input 
to Mu consists of an encoded description of a linear-bounded automaton followed 
by a "padded" encodement of a terminal string. M~ simulates ome computation 
of the encoded machine and accepts if and only if the encoded machine would have 
accepted. The language, Lu, accepted by M~ has the property that from it any given 
CS language can be obtained by AFL operations. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY REMARKS 
A linear-bounded automaton (lba) is defined as follows. 
DEFINITION. An lba is an 8-tuple = (K, V, X, 6, $, r ql, F), where K is a finite 
set of states, X, V are finite vocabularies, Z'_C V, ql ~ K and ql is the initial state, 
F C K is the set of final states, $, r ~ K t_) V, and 3 is a set of quintuples given by 
3~_C(Kx VX KX Vx{O,  1,--1}) 
6 2C(Kx{r  xKx{r  x{O, 1}) 
6 3C(KX{$} xKx{$} x{--1, O, 1}) 
6 = ~1 u ~z U 8 a. 
* Aiken Computation Laboratory. This work was supported in part by the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories under contract with Harvard University. 
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The operation of an lba is described by specifying the form of a machine con- 
figuration, or instantaneous description, and the transitions which take an instantaneous 
description into its possible successors. 
DEFINITION. An instantaneous description (id) of an lba M = (K, V, S,, 3, $, r ql, F)  
is an element of (V* • K. • V*), where _V = V u {$, r 
The transition between idj and a successor idj+ 1 is denoted by idj v---idj+ 1 and is 
obtained as follows: 
(1) if (q, Y, q', Z, 0) ~ 3, then (wl, q, Yw2) w-- (wl, q', Zw2) 
(2) if (q, Y, q', Z, 1) ~ 3, then (wl, q, Yw2) ~-- (w~Z, q', w2) 
(3) if (q, Y, q', Z, --1) ~ 3, then (wlX, q, Ywa) v--- (wa, q', XZw2), 
where w 1 , w 2 ~ _V*, X, Y, Z 6 V, and q, q' ~ K. An id to which none of the above rules 
applies has no successor. The 'ancestral of ~-- is denoted by ~-. The language, L(M), 
accepted by an lba M is defined: L(M) = {w ~ 27* [ there exists w' ~ V* and q EF  
such that (e, qi", r * ' ~- (r $, q, e)). 
Remark. With no loss of generality, it may be assumed that F ~ {qx}- Hence, 
an lba will be taken to be a 7-tuple = (K, V, 27, 8, $, r ql) in the rest of this paper. 
The following result [2] is well known: 
THEOREM 1. A set of strings is a CS language if and only if it is the language accepted 
by an lba. 
DEFINITION. An abstract family of languages (AFL) is a pair (27, s where: 
(1) 27 is an infinite set of symbols, 
(2) for each L ~ .LP there is a finite set 271 _C 27 such that L _C L'I* , 
(3) s162 is closed under the operations of union, concatenation, Kleene plus,* 
inverse homorphism, intersection with regular sets, and nonerasing homorphism. 
(These six operations are said to be AFL operations.) 
DEFINITION. Let L be a language. The principal AFL generated by L, o~'(L), is the 
least AFL  containing L. 
It is well known [1] that the family of CS languages is an AFL. We shall show that 
it is a principal AFL. The proof employs a class of transducers known as "generalized 
sequential machines." 
* The Kleene plus (or Kleene +) of a set A is denoted by A + and is defined: 
A + = {xl...x, l x~A,n> 1} 
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DEFINITION. A generalized sequential machine (gsm) is a 6-tuple 
g = (K, 271,272,3, A, qo) , 
where ~ : K • 271 --+ K, A : K • 2:1 ~ 272*, and qo c K is the initial state. 
The functions 3 and A are extended as follows: 8(q, e) ~- A(q, e) = e, 3(q, xa) = 
3($(q, x), a), A(q, xa) = A(q, x) A(8(q, x), a), for all x ~ 271", q ~ K,  a ~ 271. Then for all 
w ~ 271", g(w) is defined to be A(qo, w). 
DEFINITION. A gsm, g, is e-limited with constant k if, g(wl) = g(wlw2) =~ [ w a I ~ k, 
where J w 2 [ denotes the length of w 2 . 
It is well known [1] that any AFL  containing {e} is closed under e-limited gsm 
mappings. 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
In view of Theorem 1, the existence of G~ is equivalent to that of an lba, M~, which 
accepts precisely L(Gu). The construction of M,  begins with the encodement of arbi- 
trary lba's and arbitrary terminal strings over a fixed alphabet. 
Let M = (K, V, 27, 3, $, r ql) be an Iba. Define VN = V - -  27, _27 = Z' U {$, r 
V = V N k9 ~. Let the elements of K be denoted by qi, for i = 1 ..... #(K),  where 
#(K)  is the number of elements in the set K. Let the elements of V N be denoted by B~, 
for i = 1,..., #(V~,). Let the elements of ~ be denoted by ai for i = 1 ..... #(Z)  with 
a 1 = r a 2 = $, and the other elements indexed arbitrarily. Consider the homo- 
morphism h : V t3 K t3 {0, --1, 1} --+ {0, 1}* defined by: 
h( -1 )  = 0o  
h(0) = 010 
h(1) = 01 10 
h(ai) ----- 013i0 
h(Bi) = 013i+I0 
h(q~) = 0la~+20 
i = 1 ..... #(_27) 
i --= 1 ..... #(Vu)  
i =: 1 ..... #(K)  
Let am be the longest string produced as the image under h of an element of 
Vu  Kw {0, --1, 1}. 
By suitable relabeling, it may be assumed that the lba start state is ql 9 Hence, an lba 
is completely represented by the encodement of its quintuples, 3. Each quintuple 
p = (q, Z, q', Z', d) is encoded by 
c(p) = h(q) h(z) h(q') h(z') h(d). 
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The set of quintuples 3M = Pt "'" P~ is encoded by 
C(3M) = % C( pt) % C( p~) "" % C( p,), 
where "%"  is a new symbol which serves as a marker. It is useful to write C(M) as an 
alternate notation for C(8~t). 
Let M be an lba and let w be a-string over the terminal vocabulary of 
M, w = aq ... al, where ai~ ~ Z. The encodement, E(w, M), of w over M is defined 
to be 
C(M) s~Mtmh(r cXMmh(aq) o~Mmh(ai~) C~M "" mh(ai,) o~Mmh($) am, 
where s, t, and m are new symbols (which act as markers), aM is as defined above, and h 
is the homomorphism defined above. (Note that for w = e, the encodement E(e, M)  
is defined to be C(M) SaM tmh(r ~Mmh($) aM .) 
THEOREM 2. There exists (effectively) an lba, Mo , such that L(Mo) : {E(w, M) f M 
is an lba and w EL(M)}. 
Proof. The construction of M o is lengthy but straightforward. M 0 acts like a 
universal Turing machine constrained to work on only the initially nonblank portion 
of its tape. C(M) is the set of encoded quintuples, the region between the markers 
"s" and "t" is used to record the state of the simulated machine, and each segment 
"mOla*O~xM '' represents one tape square of the simulated machine. 
M o first checks that the input has the desired form. Next, the first am is replaced 
by 0h(ql) 00 i, where i is such that I aM I : I Oh(qt) 00i [. This initializes the simulated 
machine to its start state, ql 9 
To simulate one move of M, the following is performed. Tape position is marked 
by changing m to ~. An encoded quintuple is chosen at random. A check is made, 
comparing state and tape symbols, to see if the quintuple is applicable; if not, M 0 
"hangs up." If an applicable quintuple is found, its action is simulated: the new state 
is copied into the region between s and t, the new tape symbol is copied into the region 
following the ~, the ~ is changed back to an m, and Mo either remains at this m or 
moves to the next left or next right m, depending on the direction specified by the 
quintuple. If the simulated machine ever tries to fall off the right end of its tape, then 
M 0 will encounter a "$" when moving right to find an "m"; M o then accepts or rejects, 
depending on the state of the simulated machine. 
Only one point need be verified: that this procedure does not fail because the 
number of tape symbols used in this simulation exceeds the length of the input string. 
But this verification is immediate. Each tape square of M is simulated by a region 
which initially has the folm "mO13iOo~M ." By definition of aM, there does not exist 
Y~ _V such that ] mh(Y)] > ] m01ai0ecM [, regardless of i. Hence, the simulated tape 
squares remain distinct. 
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COROLLARY 1. There exists (effectively) a context-sensitive grammar G~ which 
generates the language 
L .  = L(Mo) w {e). 
THEOREM 3. Let L be a CS language, then there exists a regular set RL and an e-limited 
gsm gL such that L ~- gL(L~ n RL). 
Proof. I f L  is a CS language, then L = L(M), for some lba M = (KM, VM, XM, 
8M, $, r ql)" Let RL -~ C(M) sa~tt{mO 1 *0c~m}*. Then L~ n RL = {E(w, M) [ w ~ L(M)}. 
Let the gsmgL be defined to operate as follows. (1) It erases the first 
kM = I C(M) saMtmO130~u I symbols, regardless of what they happen to be. (2) It goes 
through a cycle: checking for a marker, "m," then a "0," and then counting the 
number, j, of l's. I f j  is equal to six, then nothing is output. Otherwise, i f j  is divisible 
by 3 (i = j/3), then the ith symbol of the full tape vocabulary of M is output. (3) Next, 
gL goes through a fixed cycle of I aM ] steps, at the end of which an "m" is expected, 
reinitiating step (2). (4) If any of the expected markers are not found, or if j is not 
divisible by 3, then gL goes into a "sink" state, qs, where it henceforth remains, 
giving output of "r for all inputs. (5) At all times, gL keeps a count of the number of 
symbols read since the most recent non-e-output. I f  this count ever reaches 
kL ~- km + I ~ml + 10, then the sink state q, is entered. Hence, gL is e-limited with 
constant kL . 
The gsm gL decodes the string E(w, M) as follows. It erases the encoded quintuples, 
the simulated state, and the first simulated tape square (the simulated "r For the 
remaining simulated tape squares, the encodement produced by h is inverted and the 
"padding," ~M, is erased. Finally, the simulated "$" in the rightmost ape square is 
erased. This recovers the original string w. 
Hence, gL(Lu ~ RL) ~ L. 
4. CONSEQUENCES 
THEOREM 4. The family of CS languages forms a principal AFL  (specifically, the 
Orincipal AFL of L~). 
Proof. Clearly, ~-(L~)C the family of CS languages. Conversely, if L is a CS 
language, there exist RL and gL such that L = gL(L~ n RL). Since ~'(Lu) contains 
{e}, L ~ o~-(Lu). Hence, the family of CS languages _C ~'(L~). 
DEFINITION. An lba is deterministic f for all q E K, for all Y 6 _V, there is at most 
one quintuple with q and Y as its first and second components, respectively. A
CS language L is deterministic l L  = L(M) for some deterministic lba. 
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COROLLARY 2. The family of deterministic CS languages i a principal AFL. 
Proof. By suitable modification of the simulating machine, Theorem 2 may be 
proved for deterministic Iba, i.e., there exists an lba Ma such that 
L( Ma) -- {E(w, M) I w ~ L( M) for some deterministic lba M). 
The rest of the construction carries over directly. 
Remark. At the expense of adding some complexity to the proof, E(w, M) could 
be encoded in a two-symbol vocabulary, so that L(Mo) and L(Md) could be constructed 
over a two-symbol vocabulary. 
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